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Abstract. XML query languages feature powerful primitives for formulating
queries involving comparison expressions which are existentially quantified. If
such comparisons involve several scopes, they are correlated, and become difficult to evaluate efficiently.
In this paper, we develop a new ternary operator, called Kappa-Join, for efficiently evaluating queries with existential quantification. In XML queries, a correlation predicate can occur conjunctively and disjunctively. Our decorrelation
approach not only improves performance in the conjunctive case, but also allows
decorrelation of the disjunctive case. The latter is not possible with any known
technique. In an experimental evaluation, we compare the query execution times
of the Kappa-Join with existing XPath evaluation techniques to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our new operator.

1 Introduction
Almost every XML query language features a construct that allows to express an existentially quantified comparison of two node-set valued subexpressions in a concise
manner. Unfortunately, current XML query processors lack efficiency and scalability
when facing such constructs [5, 21]. The corresponding semantics resembles that of
nested and correlated subqueries, which are notoriously difficult to evaluate efficiently.
To illustrate this point, let us consider the following query: For hiring a teaching assistant, we search the database for a student who took an exam that was graded better than
‘B’.
Here, both sides of the
comparison in the wherefor
$s
in
//student
clause are set-valued belet
$best
:= //exam[grade < ’B’]/@id
let
$exams
:= $s/examination/@id
Q1 cause there are many good
where
$exams = $best
students and students take
return
$s/name
more than one exam. The
existential semantics of the XQuery general comparison operator requires that all students are returned which have at least one exam also contained in the set $best.
A naı̈ve evaluation technique evaluates the steps in order of appearance. In Q1, this
means to reevaluate the value of $best and $exams for every iteration of the for loop,
⋆
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and then check for an item that occurs in both sets. This is a wasteful strategy: A closer
look at Q1 reveals that in contrast to $exams, the value of $best does not depend on
the value of $s, making the reevaluation of $best unnecessary. A common strategy
in such cases is to move the evaluation of $best out of the for loop, and to materialize
and reuse the result. However, this only alleviates the problem of repeated evaluation
of the expression to which $best is bound. To answer the query, it is still necessary to
evaluate the where-predicate, which is a correlated nested query due to the existential
semantics of the ’=’ operator and the fact that it refers to variables from two scopes, the
independent $best and the dependent $exams.
In this paper, we are concerned with an efficient evaluation of existentially quantified correlation predicates such as the where-clause of Q1. While this area has received some attention in the past, we show that there is still unexploited optimization
potential for typical query patterns in XML query languages, even in simple cases like
our Query Q1. We propose the novel Kappa-Join operator that naturally fits into execution plans for quantified correlation predicates, is easy to implement and yet features a
decorrelated evaluation algorithm.
Q1 is ”simple” because the correlation predicate occurs on its own. What if the
correlation predicates become more complex? Assume that we consider either good or
senior students to be eligible for assistantship, as in the following query:
If the two clauses were
combined with and, we for
$s
in
//student
could use techniques to let
$best
:= //exam[grade < ’B’]/@id
decorrelate queries with cor- let
$exams
:= $s/examination/@id
Q2
$exams = $best or $s/semester>5
relation predicates that oc- where
$s/name
cur conjunctively. If the return
clauses were not correlation predicates, we could use techniques to improve performance for disjunctive predicates (e.g. Bypass operators [7]). However, there is no published technique to decorrelate disjunctively occurring correlation predicates.
Hence, we also present a Bypass variant of the Kappa-Join. This allows a decorrelated evaluation of disjunctively occurring correlation predicates, which has not been
accomplished for any query language so far.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
– We introduce the novel ternary Kappa-Join operator that, while simple to implement, can efficiently evaluate complex correlated queries where the correlation
predicate occurs conjunctively.
– We introduce a Bypass variant of the Kappa-Join that allows us to extend our technique to queries where the correlation predicate occurs in a disjunction.
– We provide experimental results, demonstrating the superiority of both the KappaJoin and the Bypass-Kappa-Join compared to other evaluation techniques.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we discuss
basic concepts, such as dependency and correlation in XPath. In Sec. 3, we discuss the
drawbacks of existing decorrelation approaches for XML query languages. Further, we
introduce our novel Kappa-Join operator to efficiently evaluate queries with conjunctive
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correlation. Sec. 4 investigates the case of disjunctive correlation and therefore presents
the novel Bypass Kappa-Join. In Sec. 5 we experimentally confirm the efficiency of our
approach. The last Section concludes the paper.

2 XPath Query Processing
The problems discussed in the introduction affect most existing XML query languages.
However, all of the involved issues occur even for the simple XPath language in its first
version because it features nested predicates and existential semantics. In the following,
we limit our discussion to XPath 1.0, because peripheral topics such as typing, query
normalization, and translation into an algebraic representation can be presented in a
simpler fashion for XPath than for the more powerful XQuery language. However, all
of the techniques presented in this paper also apply for full-blown XQuery or similar
languages, as long as they are evaluated algebraically (e.g. [25]). In fact, both queries
from the introduction can be expressed in XPath syntax, as we will see below.
2.1 Normalization
The techniques presented in this paper are mainly developed to optimize comparison
expressions with one dependent and one independent operand. To correctly identify
such expressions, the first step of our normalization is to rewrite a predicate such that
it consists of literals and the logic operators ∧ and ∨. Each literal l consists either of
a comparison or a negation thereof, i.e. l is of the form e1 θe2 or not(e1 θe2 ), where
θ ∈ {=, <, ≤, >, ≥, 6=}.
One example for ”hidden” comparisons are location paths or other node-set valued
expressions when used as Boolean expressions. In such cases, we make the node-set
valued expression the argument of an auxiliary exists function and compare its result to
true, yielding a regular binary comparison expression.
Further, to provide efficient evaluation for disjunctively occurring comparison expressions, the second step of our normalization separates those literals that occur in a
conjunction from those that occur disjunctively. To this end, we employ an operation
for collecting all literals that occur conjunctively: A literal l occurs conjunctively in
a predicate pk if we replace all occurrences of l inside pk by false and the resulting
expression can be evaluated to false using Boolean simplification rules to eliminate
Boolean constants, then the original literal l occurs conjunctively in pk .
2.2 Context Dependency & Correlation
In this paper, we are concerned with efficient evaluation of existentially quantified comparison expressions that are correlated. In general, correlation occurs when a variable
of a nested scope is compared with a variable from an enclosing scope. XPath does not
have variables that can be declared by the user, but we can define correlation in terms
of XPath contexts, as follows.
Every XPath expression is evaluated with respect to a given context, which is a sequence of context items. For our discussion, it is sufficient to use a definition of context
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item that is slightly simpler than the original XPath context item. A context item is
a tuple with three components: the context node, the context position, and the context
size. In XPath, there is one global context, which must be specified as parameter of
the evaluation process. The value of some constructs depends on local contexts that are
generated by other subexpressions. The constructs that refer to the local context are location steps, relative location paths, and calls to position() and last(). We call
these expressions dependent expressions. Expressions whose value is independent of
the local context are called independent expressions.
If we apply this terminology to Queries Q1 and Q2 from the introduction, given in
XPath syntax, we have
//student[examination/@id = //exam[grade <′ B′ ]/@id]/ name
| {z }
| {z } |
{z
} |
{z
}
independent

dependent

independent

Q1

dependent

//student[examination/@id = //exam[grade <′ B′ ]/@id or |semester
5 ]/name
{z } >|{z}
|
{z
} |
{z
}
Q2
dependent

independent

dependent

indep.

We now can define the term correlation for XPath as used in the remainder of this
paper: A comparison expression with one dependent and one independent operand is
called correlation predicate, because it compares a local context and an enclosing context. Both example queries presented in the introduction contain correlation predicates.
A correlation predicate can occur both conjunctively and disjunctively. We call the former case conjunctive correlation and the latter disjunctive correlation. In Q1 there is
only one comparison expression which is a special case of conjunctive correlation, i.e.
one with only a single literal. Q2 is an example with disjunctive correlation.

3 Kappa-Join for Conjunctive Correlation
The key to an efficient evaluation of correlated queries is to avoid redundant computation, e.g. the evaluation of the inner independent expression. Such techniques are called
decorrelation techniques and have been studied extensively in the context of relational
and object-oriented systems [8, 10, 11, 17, 18, 28]. Similar techniques have been proposed for the evaluation of XQuery and XPath [5, 21]. One of them is an approach that
applies decorrelation to existentially quantified comparison expressions [5]. However,
this approach is suboptimal because unnecessary duplicates are generated and must be
removed at the end of the evaluation.
The optimizations developed in this paper are presented in the form of algebraic operators. Hence, we need an algebra capable of evaluating XPath. We have chosen NAL
as a perfect fit, since a translation from XPath to NAL is also available [4]. However,
our approach is not limited to NAL and the translation of XPath into it, e.g. [25].
In this section, we describe our assumptions about algebraic translation and evaluation in more detail. For a more elaborate treatment of these topics, please refer to
[4, 5]. We then recapitulate the decorrelation approach from [4] and discuss its drawbacks. Afterwards, we introduce the novel Kappa-Join operator that features an efficient
decorrelation algorithm avoiding these drawbacks.
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3.1 Algebra & Translation
The universe of the NAL algebra for XPath 1.0 is the union of the domains of the atomic
XPath 1.0 types (string, number, boolean) and the set of ordered sequences
of tuples which represent XPath contexts. Each tuple represents one context node, position and size. Special attribute names are used to hold the context node (cn), the context
position (cp) and the context size (cs). We will provide explanations with an example
below.
The NAL algebra features well-known operators [4, 21]. All the sequence-valued
operators in the logical algebra have a corresponding implementation as an iterator [13]
in the physical algebra. In the following, we primarily need Selection σ, the Projection
Π, the Semi-Join , and the D-Join −
→. These operators are formally defined in our
technical report [22].
To convert XPath queries into algebraic expressions, we use the translation introduced in [4]. We briefly recapitulate the relevant part of the translation process by elaborating on the translation result for Q1 (see Fig. 1). However, we omit the translation of
subexpressions that are orthogonal to our discussion and denote them by T [e], where
e stands for any XPath expression. For instance, we denote the translation of the location path //student by T [//student], its result is the sequence of context nodes
produced by the location path.
For Q1 (see Fig. 1) the algebra
T [name]
expression provides a selection (σ)
σ
for the only literal. In the subscript
T [//student]
Aexists
(denoted by a dashed line) of this

selection, there is an Aggregation
operator that aggregates the input T [examination/@id]
T [//exam[grade <′ B′ ]/@id]
sequence into a singleton sequence
Fig. 1. Translation sketch for Q1
with a single attribute by applying
the aggregation function exists. It
returns true if there exists at least one tuple in the input sequence. This input sequence
stems from a Semi-Join, whose input sequences in turn stem from the two operands
of the comparison expression, i.e. the two (translated) location path expressions. For a
comparison between two node-sets, as in the particular case of Q1, we have an existential semantics. In the equality case, this fact can be leveraged by using a Semi-Join.
3.2 Existing Decorrelation Techniques
We now recapitulate the decorrelation approach introduced in [5] and discuss its drawbacks. Again, we take Query Q1 to illustrate this (see Fig. 1).
The fundamental idea of decorrelation is to avoid unnecessary evaluation of the
inner independent expression. In [5] this is achieved by pulling up the Semi-Join (see
Fig. 1) into the top-level algebraic expression (see Fig. 2).
This expression needs some explanations. The dependent location path is connected
to the outer expression using a D-Join (−
→). The D-Join joins each tuple t ∈ T [//student]
to all tuples returned by the evaluation of the dependent path T [examination/@id]. For
each t, T [examination/@id] is evaluated once, and free occurrences of variables in the
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dependent expression are substituted with the attribute values of t, i.e. the current context. At the end all resulting sequences are concatenated.3
The dependent expression, i.e. the evaluation using the D-Join, might produce duplicates for tuples from T [//student], hence the tidA operator is needed to identify the
tuples resulting from the outer expression.
The idea is to densely numT [name]
ber the tuples, store this number
in an attribute A, and use it later
Π tidA
on to perform a duplicate elimina
tion. To do this, we introduce an
T [//exam[grade <′ B′ ]/@id]
→
−
order-preserving duplicate eliminatidA
T [examination/@id]
tidA
, which retion projection Π
T
[//student]
moves multiple occurrences of the
same tid-value A. It keeps the first
Fig. 2. Decorrelation for Query Q1
tuple for a given A value and throws
away the remaining tuples with the same value for A.
Clearly, the main advantage of this approach is that the independent expression
is evaluated only once. In addition, if the Semi-Join’s implementation uses a custom
data structure (e.g. a hash table) to improve performance, this data structure has to be
initialized only once, compared to one initialization per student in the naı̈ve correlated
evaluation from Fig. 1. However, decorrelation comes at a price: The outer expression
produces duplicates which have to be eliminated. Below, we show how we can avoid
them using the novel Kappa-Join. Our evaluation in Sec. 5 confirms this claim.
3.3 Kappa-Join
To avoid the above-mentioned generation of duplicates, but nevertheless gain performance by avoiding unneeded evaluations of the independent expression, we introduce
the Kappa-Join operator. It combines the advantages of the evaluation strategies from
Fig. 2 and Fig. 1 into one operator and capitalizes on efficient implementation techniques.
Logical Definition The Kappa-Join is a ternary operator, i.e. it has three argument
expressions e1 , e2 , and e3 . It is defined by the equation
2
e1 κecn=cn
′ e3 := σ
Ax;exists (e2 

cn=cn′ e3 )

(e1 )

where cn is the context node resulting from the evaluation of e2 and cn′ the context
node from e3 . As for conventional join operators, we denote the first and last producer
expressions as outer producer and inner producer, respectively. The second producer
expression e2 (in the superscript) is called link producer because it acts as a link between
the outer and inner producer within the join predicate. The outer expression e1 and the
3

In [25] this operator is called MapConcat.
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inner expression e3 are independent expressions, i.e. they do not depend on any of the
Kappa-Join’s other arguments. In contrast, the expression e2 is dependent on e1 .
Informally, the result sequence of the operator contains all tuples from the outer
producer (e1 ) for which there exists at least one tuple in the link producer (e2 ), when
evaluated with respect to the current tuple of e1 , that satisfies the predicate p which is a
comparison from attributes of e2 and attributes of the the inner producer (e3 ).
Translation with Kappa-Join There exist two alternatives to incorporate the KappaJoin into an algebraic plan: (1) The Kappa-Join’s definition matches the pattern that
results from the canonical translation of correlation predicates, such as the Selection operator in Fig. 1. Hence, the Kappa-Join can replace this pattern directly after translation.
(2) The other alternative is to modify the translation procedure such that a Kappa-Join
is used for conjunctive correlation predicates.
Because our experiments (see
T [name]
Sec. 5) show that the KappaT [examination/@id]
κ=
Join always dominates the canonical approach and it simplifies
T [//student]
T [//exam[grade <′ B′ ]/@id]
the translation procedure, we have
chosen the second alternative.Fig. 3
contains the resulting algebra exFig. 3. Query Q1 with Kappa-Join
pression for Q1. Here, the outer
producer of the Kappa-Join is mapped to the location path //student. The link producer is the dependent inner location path examination/@id, and the inner producer is the independent expression //exam[grade<’B’]/@id.

Implementation The secret of the KappaJoin lies in its simple, yet efficient implementation, which improves its performance
beyond that of the operator combination in
N EXT
its logical definition. Fig. 4 shows the pseu1 while T1 ← O UTER PRODUCER .N EXT
docode for the implementation of the Kappa2
do
3
L INK PRODUCER .O PEN(T1 )
Join as an iterator [13].
4
while T2 ← L INK PRODUCER .N EXT
In its open method, the Kappa-Join
5
do
6
if H ASH TABLE .L OOKUP (T2 )
builds
a data structure, e.g. a hash-table, con7
then
taining the attributes from the inner producer
8
L INK PRODUCER .C LOSE
9
return T1
that are part of the join predicate. In its next
10
method, the Kappa-Join initializes the link
11
L INK PRODUCER .C LOSE
12 return nil
producer for every tuple T1 from its outer producer.
Like a Semi-Join, it then probes the
Fig. 4. Pseudocode for the Kappa-Join
hash table with tuples T2 from the link producer until a matching one is found, and returns the outer tuple as soon as it finds a match. The Kappa-Join does not always enumerate all tuples from the dependent link producer, while at the same time only building
the hash table once.
O PEN
1 while T ← INNER PRODUCER .N EXT
2
do H ASH TABLE .I NSERT (T )
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Compared to the algebra plan from Fig. 2, the plan in Fig. 3 using the Kappa-Join
has three main advantages: (1) it avoids to enumerate all tuples from the link producer
because it immediately returns a result if one match is found (see Line 9). (2) It does not
produce duplicates of tuples from the outer producer because the result contains at most
one tuple from T [//student], and (3) consequently saves the cost of a final duplicate
elimination. These effects combine to yield the speedup that can be achieved.

4 Kappa-Join for Disjunctive Correlation
In the previous section we demonstrated how complex correlation predicates that occur in a conjunction can be evaluated efficiently. However, as shown in our Example
Q2, correlation predicates can also occur disjunctively. Several optimization techniques
for queries containing noncorrelated disjunctive predicates have been proposed [6, 7,
16]. One of them is the Bypass technique [7] that is used to avoid unnecessary evaluation. However, to the best of our knowledge, nobody has shown how to decorrelate
disjunctively occurring correlation predicates. In this section, we show how this can be
achieved.
4.1 Problem
Consider the canonical algebra plan for
T [name]
Query Q2 (see Fig. 5). This algebra exσ
pression is similar to the one presented in
T
[//student]
or
Fig. 1 for Q1, except for the or function
Aexists
T [semester > 5]
call in the subscript of the Selection. Disjunctively occurring literals are translated

using an or function call. It evaluates to T [examination/@id]
T [//exam[...]/@id]
true if either of its producer expressions
Fig. 5. Translation sketch for Q2
does.
The pattern used for the correlation
predicate does not match the definition of
the Kappa-Join because of the extra literal. Hence, we cannot proceed as for Query
Q1. The only technique currently available to improve the canonical plan is the socalled shortcut evaluation of the disjunction, which means that we can avoid evaluation of the expensive correlation predicate for those students where the cheaper literal
semester > 5 is true. Below, we recall the Bypass technique which does exactly that.
4.2 Bypass Technique
The Bypass technique was used to prevent the unnecessary evaluation of predicates that
occur disjunctively [7]. For this, the Bypass technique adds a new class of operators
to the conventional algebra. In contrast to regular operators Bypass operators have two
output sequences. The first sequence contains the tuples that qualify for the operator’s
predicate. The second sequence consists of those tuples that do not qualify the operator’s predicate. The two disjoint sequences are called true- and false-sequence. The
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existing Bypass technique provides a Bypass Selection, a Bypass Join and a Bypass
Semi-Join [7]. For the purpose of this paper, we only need the Bypass Selection.
Consider as a first example the algebra representation of Q2 extended by a Bypass
Selection operator (σ ± ) for evaluating the cheaper predicate semester > 5. The resulting plan is shown in Fig. 6. Here and in the following, the false-sequence is indicated
by dotted lines. The evaluation according to this plan starts with computing all result
tuples for the outer expression (//student).
The Bypass Selection divides
these tuples into two disjoint seT [name]
.
quences. The true-sequence con∪
tains the students that fulfill the
σ
predicate semester > 5. Accord±
σ
A
exists
ingly, the false-sequence conT [semester > 5]
=
tains the tuples that fail this pred- T [//student]
icate. The tuples of both seT [examination/@id]
quences form two separate. paths
T [//exam[...]/@id]
which are merged by ∪. The
Fig. 6. Q2 with Bypass Selection
tuples from the false-sequence
must pass the second Selection
operator computing the complex correlation predicate. This operator is responsible for
filtering out those tuples that do not qualify for any of the two predicates.
The two se.
quences are disjoint. Hence, no duplicate elimination is required by ∪. However, as the
XPath semantics requires its result to be in document order, a merge as in merge-sort
may be required. This can be done, for example, by numbering the tuples before use
or use node ids if they represent order. The final processing of T [name] completes the
result.
Looking at Fig. 6, we are in for a surprise: The Bypass Selection we introduced to
allow shortcut evaluation of the disjunction made the Kappa-Join pattern reappear! We
discuss in the following subsection how to leverage this for decorrelation of disjunctive
queries with a single correlation predicate.
4.3 Kappa-Join for a Single Disjunctive Correlation Predicate
Query Q2 contains a single corre‘
T [name]
lation predicate within a disjunc.
∪
tion. Bypass plans have the adT [examination/@id]
κ=
vantage that the expression in the
σ±
T [//exam[...]/@id]
false-sequence can be optimized
separately. In general, whenever
T [//student]
T [semester > 5]
there is only a single correlation
predicate per disjunction we can Fig. 7. Q2 with Bypass Selection and Kappa-Join
apply decorrelation. As seen in
Fig. 6, we can again recognize the
pattern that allows us to integrate the Kappa-Join for the conjunctive case. In the falsesequence of Fig. 6, we can use the Kappa-Join, yielding the expression shown in Fig. 7.
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In this case, the plan takes advantage of both: (1) shortcut evaluation of the literals connected by disjunction, and (2) decorrelation of correlation predicates allowing
efficient execution if the cheaper predicate in the disjunction fails.
4.4 Kappa-Join for Multiple Disjunctive Correlation Predicates
We have seen that the Bypass technique facilitates decorrelation if there is only one
correlation predicate in the disjunction. Unfortunately, if there is more than one, we
are again at a loss. Consider as an example the following Query Q3. In addition to the
good students, we also want to query the database for students that have already been a
teaching assistant for a given lecture.
//student[examination/@id= //exam[grade < ’B’]/@id or
@id = //lecture[title=’NCT’]/helpers/helper/@student]/name

Q3

We would like to decorrelate both correlation predT [name]
icates. At first glance, it
.
∪
is tempting to apply the
Π tidA
κT=[@id]
decorrelation strategy that
±
=
T [//lecture[...]/.../@student] was discussed in Sec. 3.2.
Fig. 8 shows an algebra
T [//exam[. . .]/@id]
→
−
expression for Q3 applytidA
T [examination/@id]
ing this technique, but usT [//student]
ing a Bypass Semi-Join instead of a regular SemiJoin. However, this apFig. 8. Incorrect decorrelated bypass plan for Q3
proach is not feasible. The
first D-Join on the leftmost
branch of the plan eliminates those items produced by //student for which the dependent expression exmination/@id produces an empty result. If we have a conjunctive
query, this is no problem.
However, the //student
items failing the first disjunct could still qualify for
T [name]
.
the second disjunct, and
∪
dropping them as in Fig. 8
κT=[@id]
produces an incorrect result.
T [//lecture[...]/.../@student]
Note that the Bypass Semi±,T [examination/@id]
κ=
Join does not help: it comes
too late. Problems of this
T [//student]
T [//exam[...]/@id]
kind are often solved by using an outer join, or in this
Fig. 9. Bypass plan sketches for Q2 with Kappa-Join
case outer D-Join. However,
this would still require duplicate elimination on tidA as shown in the true-sequence.
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It turns out that we can do much better by applying the Bypass Kappa-Join. As every
bypass operator, the Bypass Kappa-Join has two result sequences. The true-sequence is
the same as for the regular Kappa-Join. The tuples in the false-sequence are the ones
from the outer producer for which there was no match in the inner producer or for which
the link producer returned an empty result.
In the false-stream, we now have our familiar pattern and can employ the decorrelation strategy as if the correlation predicate was a single correlation predicate. Fig. 9
shows the result. This plan finally has everything we want: (1) the evaluation of both
correlation predicates can be done in a decorrelated fashion, (2) the Kappa-Join avoids
unneeded duplicate generation and elimination for both correlation predicates, and (3)
we have shortcut evaluation and only evaluate the second correlation predicate if the
first fails.

5 Evaluation
To show the effectiveness of our approach, we ran experiments with different XPath
evaluation engines against our canonical and optimized approaches. Additionally, we
performed measurements that compare the existing decorrelation strategy against the
new Kappa-Join operator. We chose the freely available engines
–
–
–
–
–
–

Xalan C++ 1.8.0 using Xerces C++ version 2.6.0,
Saxon for Java 8.7.1,
Berkeley DB XML 2.0.9 (DBXML) using libpathan 1.99 as XPath engine,
MonetDB 4.8.0 using MonetDB-XQuery-0.8.0,
the evaluator provided by the XMLTaskForce [19] (XTF), and
Natix [9] for the execution of the canonical, decorrelated (ICDE06 [5]), and KappaJoin plans.

5.1 Environment
The environment we used to perform the experiments consisted of a PC with an Intel
Pentium 4 CPU at 2.40GHz and 1 GB of RAM, running Linux 2.6.11-smp. The Natix
C++ library was compiled with gcc 3.3.5 with optimization level 2.
For Xalan, Saxon, and XTF we measured the net time to execute the query. The
time needed to parse the document and generate the main memory representation is
subtracted from the elapsed evaluation time. For the evaluation of MonetDB, Berkeley
DB XML and Natix, we imported the documents into the database. The time needed
for this is not included in the execution times. The queries were executed several times
with an empty buffer pool and without any indexes.
Documents We generated two different sets of documents. The first set is used for the
example queries Q1-Q3 used throughout this paper. These documents were generated
using the ToXgene data generator [1]4 . The smallest document contains 50 employees, 100 students, 10 lectures and 30 exams. With each document we quadrupled these
4

The DTD as well as the generator template file are listed in the appendix of a technical report.
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numbers. That is, the biggest document contains 51200 employees, 102400 students,
10240 lectures and 30720 exams. This led to moderate document sizes between 59kB
and 43MB.
The second set is used for the comparison of the existing decorrelation strategy and
the new Kappa-Join operator. We generated seven document structured according th the
following template:
<?xml version=’1.0’?>
<gen>
<e1 id=’0’> <e2 id=’0’/> ... i-e2 nodes <e2 id=’i’/> </e1>
...
<e1 id=’0’> <e2 id=’0’/> ... i-e2 nodes <e2 id=’i’/> </e1>
<e3 id=’RandomNumber’/>
</gen>

Each of the documents contains 1000 e1 nodes and 1000 e3 nodes. For each document we varied the number of e2 nodes (under an e1 node) between 10 and 500 nodes.
This gave us documents between 252kB and 13M.
Queries We executed performance measurements for all example queries (Q1,
Query Name
Figure
Q2, and Q3) presented throughout this paQ1
decorr
Fig. 2
per. For Natix, we generated several difkappa
Fig. 3
ferent query evaluation plans for each of
Q2
bypass
Fig. 6
the queries. For each of the queries we
kappa
Fig. 7
generated the canonical plan as specified
Q3
bypasskappa Fig. 9
in [4]. For example, Fig. 1 shows the
plans for Q1. Further, we generated plans
incorporating our optimization strategies.
Fig. 10. Query Evaluation Plans
Fig. 10 gives a mapping from names for
optimized query evaluation plans to figures that illustrate the techniques used.
Additionally, we executed performance measurements that compare the existing
decorrelation strategy with our Kappa-Join operator. Therefore, we executed the following query on the synthetic data set:
/gen/e1[e2/@id = /gen/e3/@id]

Q4

5.2 Results and Interpretation
Fig. 11 contains the results of our performance measurements (elapsed time in seconds).
The best execution time(s) for each column in all tables are printed in bold face. Those
that did not finish within 6 hours are marked by DNF (did not finish). For MonetDB the
evaluation of some queries ran out of memory on bigger documents. These cases are
denoted by OOM.
Subfigures 11(a), 11(b), and 11(c) show the execution times for Q1, Q2, and Q3,
respectively. For all queries on all documents, our decorrelated approach performs and
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Evaluator
Xalan
DBXML
MonetDB
Saxon
XTF
Natix
•canonical
•decorr
•kappa

1
0.30
0.07
0.31
0.21
0.40

2
0.38
0.66
0.38
0.28
4.72

Documents
3
4
5
6.17 95.6 1552
11.6 336 DNF
2.05 36.1 OOM
0.53 1.49 11.14
82.8 DNF DNF

6
DNF
DNF
OOM
141
DNF

0.25 2.62 38.2 583 9637 DNF
0.02 0.03 0.06 0.19 0.75 2.99
0.02 0.03 0.06 0.19 0.75 2.88

Evaluator
Xalan
DBXML
MonetDB
Saxon
XTF
Natix
•canonical
•bypass
•kappa

1
0.02
0.06
0.25
0.22
0.76

1
0.06
0.30
0.31
0.20
0.48

2
0.75
1.61
0.50
0.28
5.14

6
DNF
DNF
OOM
138
DNF

0.37 3.49 DNF DNF DNF DNF
0.37 3.43 48.1 749 12492 DNF
0.02 0.04 0.10 0.35 1.44 5.91

(c) Query Q3

6
12453
DNF
OOM
85.4
DNF

(b) Query Q2
3

Decorrelation
Kappa-Join

2.5

2
Time (s)

Evaluator
Xalan
DBXML
MonetDB
Saxon
XTF
Natix
•canonical
•bypasscanonical
•bypasskappa

Documents
3
4
5
3.63 54.7 893
6.87 207 DNF
2.02 36.2 OOM
0.62 1.44 7.82
9180 DNF DNF

0.16 1.64 20.9 333 5598 DNF
0.16 1.59 20.7 323 5436 DNF
0.03 0.05 0.16 0.60 2.51 9.91

(a) Query Q1
Documents
3
4
5
12.6 199 3201
30.2 4057 DNF
3.29 62.9 OOM
0.54 1.48 10.9
94.8 DNF DNF

2
0.23
0.39
0.36
0.30
8.60

1.5

1

0.5

0
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

Number of inner nodes

(d) ICDE06 vs. Kappa-Join (Q4)
Fig. 11. Performance measurements

scales best. Especially for the disjunctive queries Q2 and Q3, the performance of all
other approaches drops considerably when executed on bigger documents. In contrast,
our plans containing the Kappa-Join (Q2) and Bypass Kappa-Join (Q3) almost scale
linearly with the size of the document.
For Q1 the execution times of the existing decorrelation approach (called ICDE06 [5])
behave similar to those of the Kappa-Join. This is because all students took very few
exams, i.e. only between one and three. For this reason, we compared those two strategies on the synthetic data set. Subfigure 11(d) contains a comparison between the two
strategies. The execution times of the existing decorrelation strategy grow linearly with
the number of e2 nodes per e1 node. This is because it has to enumerate all e2 nodes
and finally perform a duplicate elimination on the appropriate e1 nodes. The execution times of the Kappa-Join operator almost scale linearly with the document size.
The Kappa-Join does not need to enumerate all e2 nodes and saves the cost of a final
duplicate elimination.

6 Related Work
Work on XPath evaluation falls into three general categories. In the first category, we
have main memory interpreters like Xalan, XSLTProc, and [12]. Clearly, these approaches do not scale well. In the second category, we find work where XML is shredded into relational systems and XPath is evaluated on this shredded representation. In
this category we find approaches like Pathfinder [3]. The problem with this approach
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are the numerous joins that have to be executed. Finally, the third category uses a native
(tree) algebraic approach. Here, we find SAL [2], TAX [15], yet another algebra [27],
and [4]. None of the approaches in any of three classes performs decorrelation.
There are, however, special techniques such as avoiding unnecessary ordering operations [14], schema-based optimization [20], and replacing reverse axes [24]. These
techniques are orthogonal to our technique.
In the relational and object-oriented context decorrelation has been studied extensively [8, 10, 11, 17, 18, 28]. Similar techniques have been proposed for the evaluation
of XQuery and XPath [5, 21]. Gottlob et.al [12] also proposed an approach that avoids
multiple evaluations of XPath expressions.
Several optimization techniques for queries containing disjunctive predicates have
been proposed [6, 7, 16]. One of them is the Bypass technique [7] which we extend with
support for decorrelation. Because bypass operators have two output streams, which are
unioned later, the resulting expression forms a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Strategies
for implementing Bypass operators and query evaluation engines that support DAGstructured query plans can be found in [7, 23, 26].

7 Conclusion
We demonstrate how to efficiently evaluate XML queries featuring existentially quantified correlation predicates. To this end, we have introduced the novel Kappa-Join operator that naturally fits into algebraic execution plans for quantified correlation predicates.
It is simple to implement and yet highly efficient. However, if disjunctions come into
play, all known decorrelation techniques fail. By injecting the Kappa-Join with the Bypass technique, we are also able to perform decorrelated evaluation if the correlation
predicate occurs in a disjunction. All other approaches cannot evaluate such a case efficiently. Our performance measurements show that the Kappa-Join outperforms existing
approaches by up to two orders of magnitude.
Acknowledgments We would like to thank Simone Seeger for her comments on the
manuscript.

A

Logical Operator Definitions

Order plays a crucial role in the semantics of XPath, and NAL is an algebra on sequences. This fact has important implications on properties of the algebra (e.g. commutativity) that are relevant for optimizations (see [21] for an example). Hence, we give
the formal definitions of all operators used throughout this paper. We start with some
notations and afterwards provide the formal definitions of the operators and bypass operators.
A.1 Notation
A sequence-valued expression e results in several tuples with the same attributes A(e).
The attributes of a single tuple t are also referred to as A(t). Tuple and function concatenation are denoted by ◦. The set of free variables of an expression e is defined as
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F(e). For an expression e possibly containing free variables, and a tuple t, we denote
by e(t) the result of evaluating e where bindings of free variables are taken from attribute bindings provided by t. Of course this requires F(e) ⊆ A(t). The concatenation
of tuples is denoted by ◦.
For sequences e we use α(e) to denote the first element of a sequence. The function
τ retrieves the tail of a sequence and ⊕ concatenates two sequences. We denote the
empty sequence by ǫ.
A.2 Algebra Definitions
In the following, we provide the formal definitions of the operators used throughout this
paper.
The Selection selects qualifying tuples according to predicate p:

α(e) ⊕ σp (τ (e)) if p(α(e))
σp (e) :=
σp (τ (e))
else.
Aggregates its input sequence e into a singleton sequence with a single attribute a
by applying the aggregation function f :

Aa;f (e) := {[a : f (e)]}
Within the Semi-Join the predicate p checks for tuple existence in e2 to decide on
including tuple in e1 :

α(e1 ) ⊕ (τ (e1 ) p e2 ) if ∃x ∈ e2 p(α(e1 ) ◦ x)
e1 p e2 :=
τ (e1 ) p e2
else
The D-Join joins each tuple ti in e1 to all tuples in e2 , which depend on ti :
e1 −
→e2 := α(e1 )×e2 (α(e1 )) ⊕ τ (e1 )−
→ e2 .
where
e1 ×e2 :=



ǫ
if e2 = ǫ
(e1 ◦ α(e2 )) ⊕ (e1 ×τ (e2 )) else.

with F(e2 ) ∩ A(e1 ) 6= ∅.
The tid operators densely numbers the tuples, and stores this number in an attribute
A. It is defined as follows:
tidA (e) := α(e) ◦ [A : pos] ⊕ tidA (τ (e)).
The Tid-Duplicate Elimination is an order preserving duplicate elimination. It keeps
the first tuple for a given A value and throws away the remaining tuples with the same
value for A.

tidB
α(e)|A ⊕ ΠA
(τ (e)) if α(e).B 6∈ ΠB (τ (e))
tidB
ΠA (e) :=
tidB
ΠA (τ (e))
else
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A.3 Bypass Algebra Definitions
In order to ease the formal description for the bypass operators, their definitions come
in two halves. The bypass selection, denoted by σ ± , is divided into the part yielding the
true-sequence σ + and the half yielding the false-sequence σ − .
σp+ (e) := α(e) ⊕ σp (τ (e)) if p(α(e))
σp− (e) := α(e) ⊕ σp (τ (e)) if not p(α(e))
2
The Bypass Kappa-Join operator (e1 κ±;e
e3 ) is defined in terms of the Bypass Sep
lection and also comes in two halves:

2
e3 := σ +
e1 κ+;e
p

Ax;exists (e2 p e3 ) (e1 )

2
e3 := σ −
e1 κ−;e
p

Ax;exists (e2 p e3 ) (e1 )

B Translation of XPath to NAL
A location step si may contain an arbitrary number h of predicates pk and has the
general form ai :: ti [p1 ] . . . [ph ]. The pattern for translating [4] a location step ai ::
ti [p1 ] . . . [ph ] with predicates is
Φ[ph ] ◦ · · · ◦ Φ[p1 ] ◦ T [ai :: ti ]
where Φ is an auxiliary translation function for predicates, returning a filtering functor which operates on algebraic expressions.
Within each predicate our normalization already collected those literals that occur
conjunctively. Translating a predicate that contains all conjunctively occuring literals
pk = lk1 ∧· · ·∧lkmk that do not include positional clauses simply results in a translation
into Selection operators:
Φ[lk1 ∧ · · · ∧ lkmk ] := σT [lkmk ] ◦ · · · ◦ σT [lk1 ]
After the semantic analysis all clauses are broken down into function calls: lkj =
f1 ◦ · · · ◦ fr . For example, or, not, and comparisons are all evaluated by function
calls. All disjunctively occuring literals are also translated using Selection operators.
However, they have the or function calls as subscript. It is translated straightforward
T [or(e1 , . . . , en )] := or(T [e1 ], . . . , T [en ])
For the special case of comparisons between two node-sets, as in the particular case
of Q1 and Q2, the XPath semantics specifies existential semantics. In the (in)equality
case, this fact can be leveraged by using a Semi-Join. More formally, the translation
function [4] for a comparison operation ∈ {=, 6=} between two node-sets into NAL is
defined as
D
T [e1 θe2 ] := Ax;exists (T [e1 ] cnθcn′ Πcn
′ :cn (T [e2 ]))
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